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FFAA Meeting – Tuesday, November 6 – VOTE, then come to the meeting to avoid the talking heads
6:30 PM Potluck Dinner, 7:00 PM Business Meeting
Program: Joel Ludwigson - My Life as a Charter Pilot
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President’s Pen
by Jay Ericson

Flying in the Cold
A friend and co-worker came to me and asked if
I would be willing to fly, he his wife and
daughter to Menominee, MI (KMNM). They
wished to attend a family funeral but due to
schedule constraints driving would not be
possible. Of course, I said that I would (any
excuse to fly).
The forecast called for good VFR weather, but
extremely cold temperatures. We discussed whether or not we would be able to go and
decided that with proper precautions it was possible.
In preparation I even called a tech rep at Cessna and sought advice about taping over
half of my oil cooler to keep oil temp up. He would not advise for or against remarking
that that had not been tested (not surprising, considering the potential liability).
When the day of departure arrived the ground ambient air temperature was -19 degrees
F, I taped up the wing root vents and other places where I thought cold air could get in
the airplane, pre-heated the engine thoroughly, and we donned our warmest clothing
(dress as if you will have to walk home, ` they’ say).
In the climb Eastbound we found a temperature inversion, +30 degrees F at 7000 feet. I
had taped over the avionics cooling scoop causing the transponder to overheat and stop
replying to ATC. ATC advised they had lost the transponder I replied that, “I had it out
of the panel to cool and would put it back in promptly”. Luckily, I knew the controller
so he allowed me a bit of slack.
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President’s Pen – continued

FFAA Meeting Minutes --- October 2, 2018 Meeting

Reaching KMNM the surface temperature was also well
below zero and I noticed that the FBO was closed. It was
winter and like most smaller airports the sidewalks roll up
after the sun goes down.
Concerned about having enough fuel I got out my fuel
check tube and went up a ladder to verify the quantity in the
tanks. While balancing the tube on the edge of the fuel filler
neck for the right tank, I pulled my glove off and watched in
horror as the tube tipped over and slide down into the fuel
tank. Without a thought my hand followed the tube into the
tank, finding very cold fuel. I could not locate the tube or it
seemed pull my hand back out, it would not fit through the
filler neck. My hand had gone in, how could this be? After a
moment of reflection, I consciously relaxed my hand and
slowly worked it through the filler neck and was free. On
the way home, I made a stop in Eau Claire, WI for fuel to be
safe. The fuel check tube would be retrieved later.
That trip and the inversion we found lured me to fly again in
frigid conditions a couple of years later, foolishly expecting
similar conditions.
This time was to Crandon, WI (Y55) about 20 miles east of
Rhinelander, WI for a visit with a girlfriend's family. The
weather was again VFR and very cold, -15-20 degrees F but
we found no inversion, it was colder at altitude.
For the 1 hour 20-minute night flight every 10 minutes the
engine would shake like it had carb ice, pulling carb heat
full on took care of it but it was nerve racking. Later I
learned it was actually the “lean stumbles”, there was so
much oxygen in the cold air that the engine was running
lean. I could or should have run with a bit of carb heat on all
the time to enrich the mixture and smooth out the engine.
The cabin heater wasn’t enough to make it warm inside, the
windows frosted over on the inside except for a V shaped
area of the windshield which the defroster blasted, and that
air would rise up the windshield cool and cascade down on
my lap.
On the ground in Crandon I had to chip ice from the
recessed tie downs so the airplane could be tied down.
A couple more lessons learned.

1.)
2.)
3.)

Meeting called to order at 7:05 pm by president Jay Ericson.
Minutes: approved as read by Amy Gesch.
Treasurer’s Report:
a. Beginning balance: $3,371.00
b. Deductions: $0.00
c.
Deposits: $42.00 (advertising)
d. Interest: $0.14
e. Ending balance: $3,413.14
4.) Old Business: Joel Ludwigson will take over the newsletter
editor position from Amy Gesch. Amy will send Joel the files
required.
5.) Activities: None
6.) New Business:
a. Mike Schoen asked how the FFAA was promoting the
meeting. Andrew Wall noted all tenants receive the
newsletter but this could be expanded to all gate card
holders. Mike S. suggested a flyer on the bulletin boards as
well.
b. Mike Bergeson recommended the winter chili cookoff
date to be set at January 19, 2019 from 11 am-1 pm. Mike B.
will once again chair the event. FFAA will purchase contest
medals plus a few toppings. A motion to approve the dates
and expenditures for medals and toppings was made and
passed.
c.
Kirk Lindberg requested a caffeine-free soda option for
the beverage machine. Water is currently the only caffeinefree beverage stocked.
d. Kirk Lindberg inquired about the number of total based
aircraft at KSGS in regards to declining FFAA attendance,
and raised the question of disbanding the FFAA. Joel
Ludwigson suggested a trial period of a few months to drum
up attendance. Mike offered to contact the Prescott Flying
Club president and Commemorative Air Force wing leader.
A motion was made to disband the FFAA; the motion
received 2 ayes and 5 nays. A new motion to run through
December 2018 and re-evaluate, with the disbanding
discussion to be added to the January agenda. This second
motion carried.
e. Jay Ericson reminded the group that upcoming VIP
TFRs for MSP and RST may affect SGS pilots.
7.) Airport Manager:
a. The Southgate Rd. drainage projects is wrapping up
this week pending weather.
b. Swift Fuel update: In 73 days, the Swift fuel has
matched the sales of mogas over 191 days.
c.
West side: Four lots will begin building this month.
Andrew hopes this will help spur more interest. Joel
Ludwigson asked if the city might publish an RFP for a
private investor to build T-hangars.
d. Runway project: Airport staff met Thursday 9/27 with
the airport consultant, SEH. SEH and the airport will be
setting meetings to discuss the project with airport tenants in
the future.
8.) The meeting was adjourned at 7:40 pm.
A program by Mike Bergeson featuring Medal of Honor recipient
interviews followed.
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Airport Managers Report

The Southgate Drainage project is complete. End cost of the entire project is around $117,000 of which
90% will be FAA funded, 5% MnDOT funded, and 5% airport funded. There is also a Triggering Event
Master Plan (TEMP) which will be included with this grant. As I have mentioned before, this is to study all
options pertaining to the Runway 16/34 reconstruction that is to take place in 2021. The TEMP adds
another $86,000 on to the grant. As with the Southgate project, the TEMP will also be 95% funded by FAA
and MnDOT and 5% Airport funds.
Hanger construction on the west side of the airport continues at a rapid pace. 4 hangers are well into
construction so things are quite busy over there. Feel free to enter through west gate and drive around but
please use caution as there is a lot of truck traffic going to and from the site.
Swift Fuel continues to do well. So well that as I write this we are having
some difficulty getting it from our supplier. With that said, we anticipate
to have another load of fuel later this week.
Some of you may have already noticed but the airport just took delivery of
our new operations truck. This truck replaces the old police car that was
used well beyond its lifespan. We are still waiting on a couple things like
a rotating beacon, permanently installed aviation radio, and a fuel tank in
the truck bed for refueling the tractor and loader.
I expect the truck to be fully outfitted in the next couple weeks. With the
delivery of this truck, we now have all new equipment with the exception
of one of the mowers. The city projects a life span of ten years for all city
vehicles at which time they will be traded out for newer vehicles. Other
equipment such as the loader and tractor have different life spans based on
their usage.
We are rapidly approaching that time of year when snow arrives and we begin plowing. Please remember
that we will try to get close to your hangar. Close, for us, usually means within Three (3) feet. Also, until
the ground is frozen solid we cannot clean off the hangar aprons as neatly as we do after the ground is
frozen.
If you have a private company/citizen come to plow your hangar out they need to be aware of some
issues; 1) they need to keep their blades up from the ground while on the grass – we don’t want to scalp our
turf any more than is absolutely necessary. 2) the snow needs to piled next to the hangar apron, not in front
on the taxi lane. 3) If there has been thawing, they will need to stay OFF of the turf/grass.
We will begin plowing the major areas within 3 hours of END of SNOWFALL. Major areas are RUNWAY,
PARALLEL TAXIWAY, NORTH AND SOUTH DIAGONAL TAXIWAYS, and the RAMP. Hangar taxi
lanes are done in concert with the ramp, personnel permitting. If there has been a thaw/melt we CANNOT
get on the turf as we will cause rutting. The amount of snow in any snowfall will determine the length of
time it takes staff to clear the airport. It also is a determining factor as to where we can pile snow.

Airport Advisory Commission
The next Airport Advisory Commission meeting will be on November 13th at
6:00 pm. All are welcome!
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Fleming Fly Market
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WANTED – good ads from members…

Advertising Rates
1/4 page: $5/month
1/3 page: $7/month
1/2 page: $10/month
3/4 page: $15/month
full page: $20/month

Ads are FREE to Members! $1.00 per item for non-members.
Ads will run for one calendar year (January through
December) and will then be removed. This is because most
people who place ads never contact us to remove them even
if the item has sold. You may place the same ad again if you
wish. Email dd@visi.com to place an ad.
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